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gress a vital improvement in husbandry due to technical
discoveries and more economical methods. This improve-
ment, combined with the cultivation of the commons and
the drainage of the Fens, resulted in an increase of crops
which compensated for the loss sustained when arable was
turned into pasture. Yet the social problem remained—the
problem of the rural exodus. And it was the more serious
in an age when the poor laws laid restraints on the mobility
of labour, and when gild restrictions and the insistence on
apprenticeship hindered access to urban occupations. The
injury inflicted upon the occupiers of the soil involved an
ethical question whether a landowner was morally justified
in putting his estate to whatever use he considered best for
his own interests. Sixteenth-century moralists were quick
to perceive that the older conceptions of right and wrong
were breaking down: in their stead was growing up the
conviction that a man might do with his own as he would.
More stress came to be laid on the rights of ownership than
on its duties; and when land was thus treated primarily
as a source of income to its owner, its real relation to the
community was obscured.
Attitude of The Early Mercantilist State 1 directed its energies to the
the state. ^s]^ of maintaining the English peasantry on the land, of
checking the rural exodus, of preventing the displacement of
the population from its traditional mode of life. Apart from
the desire to avoid social unrest, considerations of national
security reinforced the argument for official intervention
since from the ranks of the husbandmen were recruited the
defenders of the realm. " Whosoever doth not maintain the
plough ", said Cecil, " destroys this kingdom ", for when
levies are raised " we find the greatest part of them to be
ploughmen". Accordingly the Government set its face
against the commercialization of agriculture, that is, against
the exploitation of the soil purely for purposes of profit
without regard to the social consequences which might
ensue. The urgency of the occasion was brought home by
'riotous and tumultuous' assemblies. Near the end of
1 In agrarian and industrial policies two phases of the Mercantilist
State may be distinguished.   The dividing line comes at the Restoration,

